


Stray animals and their care became a culture 
in years in Turkey. Many people look after stray 
cats, dogs, and birds in a widespread manner 
in urban and rural neighborhoods. The care 
process is conducted both individualistic and/
or collective form in streets and it has been 
shaping according to the needs of animals 
and people together. A reciprocal interaction 
between humans and animals is the point in the 
questions. All individuals take advantage of this 
action in different ways. We all live in ecosystems 
and care includes many components such as 
cats, other non-human animals, humans, and 
inanimate objects surrounding it. For many years, 
sociologist excluded non-human entities from 
social interaction studies. Recently, some studies 
have started to question the displacement of other 
individuals other than human-beings. (Cerulo, 
2009)

In the current study, we researched that social 
interactions have been gathered through practices 
and artifacts done for stray cats in neighborhoods. 
At the beginning of the research process, the main 
purpose was to investigate collectively driven care 
practices in neighborhoods to analyze the impact 
of sharing culture on stray animal care. What are 
the caregivers' needs? Which channels have been 
using to communicate in the community? Which 
kind of structures do the communities have? While 
the practices and information are collected, by the 
nature of the project sites, those questions slowly 
become to ask the participants of interactions in 
the process. Speciesism and anthropomorphism 

notions and their influences have started to 
shape the main structure of the current research. 
Reconsidering these impacts is important by the 
reason for rendering the ecosystem into a more 
egalitarian approach for each living creature. Our 
study has a mission of asking speculative questions 
to make queries about the attitude towards artifacts 
and interventions designed by human beings for 
different species. 

To ask those questions, social interactions 
among participators have been grouped into 
three subcategories: Cat-human interactions, 
human-cat-human interactions, cat-nonhuman 
interactions. Outcomes of subcategories have been 
supported by surveys, interviews, observations 
of existing practices. In addition to this, human-
computer interaction (HCI), animal-computer 
interaction (ACI), user-centered design, animal 
behaviors, interactions of people, and animal 
literature have been reviewed in the ongoing pages. 

Our initial observation is the regulations that 
have been done for stray cats reveal that there 
is a tendency towards human-centrism and 
anthropomorphism regarding humans' actions. 
Less deliberate and direct ways in which human 
beings influence and change the life of the animal 
can be identified in the general anthropization of 
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the environment (Westerlaken & Gualeni, 2016). 
Westerlaken and Gualeni (2016) also argue in their 
research that the fundamental chasm between 
humans and other species might raise the question 
of how, if ever, we could sufficiently understand 
animals and make appropriate and desirable design 
choices for them. Posed in that way, the question is 
in itself anthropocentric, as it presupposes that it is 
the role and responsibility of the human designer 
to meaningfully shape the actions and experiences 
of both the humans and the non-humans that are 
involved in the interaction. By this means, they 
advocated that as designers we need to design in a 
more encompassing way. 

Each existence acts and reacts with its 
surroundings. Interaction varies as many as 
interactants. This means that the language of 
interactions might differ from one to another. 
However, it was not always like this. Traditionally, 
theories of symbolic communication support 
the human-only restrictions on interaction. 
Mead (1934, p. 124), for example, specified 
that language “differentiates the action of the 
reflectively intelligent being from the conduct of 
lower forms.” (Cerulo, 2009, p. 533) Afterward, the 
human-only perspective started to be questioned 
and Latour (1997) states that change “An actant 
can literally be anything provided it is granted to 
be the source of an action” (Cerulo, 2009, p. 534) 
With the changing and improving perspective, 
some scholars have focused on the increased 
communicative capacities of computers, robots, 
and avatars and what those developments mean 

for these entities’ ability to socially engage with 
humans. Others have focused on the power of 
new technologies to redefine the temporal and 
spatial boundaries of social interaction, allowing 
imagined entities to enter into a social exchange. 
(Cerulo, 2009, p. 539) Our current study tries 
to show a wide range of interaction networks 
among interactants and afterward positioned 
itself approaching existing practices by asking 
speculative questions shape around speciesism, 
anthropomorphism, human-centrism, and adult-
centrism notions in the context of design.



                          SOCIAL INTERACTIONS

                                     THROUGH  ARTIFACTS

CAT - HUMAN

INTERACTION

HUMAN - CAT - HUMAN

INTERACTION

CAT - NONHUMAN ANIMALS
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Prohibitions

Disagreements
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Social      Conflictions

Objects
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Analyzing food types, packages 
and other feeding practices
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Analyzing food and water 
containers
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Why  do  you feed stray  cats ?

This interaction type focuses on the direction that 
goes from humans to cats due to being domestic 
animals in general. The artifacts and services 
provide by humans for the stray cats have been 
analyzed in the ongoing section. The relationship 
between a stray cat and a human might show up in 
many different ways; however, we have primarily 
focused on street context. On which mediums does 
the interaction between stray cats and humans take 
place?

"O  canlar  bize  emanet,  bize  ihtiyaçları  var.  
çok  seviyorum  bir  de.  Aileden  gelen  de  bir  Şey  
bu.  Benim  rahmetli  babamın  da  baktıĞı  bir  
sürü  kedi  vardı,  çocukken  üstümde  bir  sürü  
kediyle  uyanırdım.  Burada  bazı  kedilerim  
var,  benimle  konuŞuyor,  çok  ilginç,  gerçekten  
konuŞuyorlar  ve  benden  baŞka kimseye  de  
kendilerini  sevdirmezler."

"Ben  karnım  tokken  bana  bakan  ve  yemek  
isteyen  bir  cana  duyarsız  kalamıyorum  yani  
bir  çeŞit  empati."
 
"çünkü  baŞkası  su  verir  mama  koyar  
diyemiyorum   o  verecek  kiŞi  benim  bu  
bilinç  oluŞtu  yıllardır  bakmayan  çok  insan  
olduĞunu  görünce."

HUMAN - CAT   INTERACTIONS



enjoyment of wild birds (Horvath and Roelans, 
1991, pp. 232-233). Species are different but the 
motivations are quite similar to care for an animal. 
The most frequent response to the motivations 
was aesthetic value and enjoyment of wild birds 
than any others. The second most frequent answer 
was consisted of anthropomorphic reasons, the 
feeling of gratitude (Clark, 2016). Apart from these 
motivations, there is maybe the most restrictive 
fact for many animal lovers is the economic 
responsibilities of care, however, Haspel and 
Calhoon (1990) reported that, despite probable 
economic constraints for most individuals, urban 
dwellers provided food for free-ranging cats in 
quantities more than sufficient to support the 
extant population. We can see this approach in 
Cevdet’s words as well:  

"Emekli   maaŞımla   ben   her   ay   bu   canlar  
için   kenara       TL   ayırıyorum." 

"Bireysel   olarak   karŞılıyorum   emekliyim,  
bazen   de   kızımdan   yardım   alıyorum,   hep   
beraber   karnımız   tok   oluyor."

Before comparing the graphic features of chosen 
food packages below, there are a few strategies to 
market the product and which aspects of packages 
get attractions by customers, to understand their 
decision making processes. First of all, according 
to research by marketing specialists, WebpageFX, 
consumers make a subconscious judgment about 
a product in less than 90 seconds of viewing it, 
and 62-90% of the base that assessment solely on 

Foods
Nutrition is the most crucial need and right for 
any kind of living being. First of all, cat foods have 
been analyzed to find out why do caregivers choose 
those particular foods to feed stray cats. Graphics, 
illustrations, brand identity, and materials of food 
packages have been compared with counterparts 
for industrialized foods. Except for packaged 
foods, other types of foods have been looked at. 
What are the pet owners’ choices and why do they 
choose them? 

There are a lot of motivations and reasons to 
look after various animals given by people. The 
most common reason is that humans get some 
psychological benefits from feeding stray animals. 
A study that has been done for bird feeders reveals 
that nine different motives for feeding birds in 
their backyards. The first one is companionship— 
the company afforded by the wild birds; second 
is feel needed—the sense that the birds depended 
on the human provider for some of their 
nourishment; third is a duty—the sense of being 
dutybound or responsible for the birds’ well-being; 
forth is anthropomorphism—the attribution to the 
birds of feelings of gratitude for the food provided 
them; fifth is relaxation—the calming or physically 
relaxing effect of watching birds at the feeder; sixth 
one is entertainment—the entertainment value 
of birds at the feeder; seventh is an escape—the 
escape from problems or boredom afforded by 
watching birds at the feeder; eight is sharing—the 
opportunity to share the experience of watching 
birds at the feeder with another person; and the 
last one is aesthetic—the aesthetic value and 



color, which could be attributed to the fact that 
color registers much faster than text or complex 
graphics (Petfoodindustry.com, 2017). People want 
to see images familiar to them quickly at all. Thus, 
they can feel psychologically close to the product. 
Based on Health Extension’s updated look features 
vibrant colors and real pets to form an emotional 
connection with pet owners. Bright color schemes 
with warm accents and engaging fonts tie the 
packaging together, highlighting key product 
info such as grain-free, whole food ingredients, 
and family-owned (Williams, 2019). Another 
survey by Luminer Converting Group shows that 
nutritional information on pet food labels strongly 
impacts consumers’ buying decisions either 
(Petfoodindustry.com, 2017). In other words, there 
are a couple of distinctive features and important 
key points regarding the visuality of packages to 
influence customer's decisions. The point is to 
able to see the customer needs and answer them. 
Don Tomala also adds that “Portraying mixed 
breed pets instead of purebreds on packages is 
becoming more mainstream. It is a subtle way to 
show customers that you understand what they 
care about.” (Petfoodindustry.com, 2017) The 
marketing industry follows the animal lovers' 
patterns for their strategy.



CAT  FOODS

PACKAGES

Industrialized    Foods Raw     Foods
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Diet     Types Real      Cat       Photos

Aç      -      Bitir 
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Pure       Breed

Mixed       Breed
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Soft

Irrelevant      Images

Plain         Backgrounds

Sausages 

Formula 

Non      Images

Dry      Foods

Extruded
Foods

Ingredients

Flaked
Foods

Images

Biscuits  /
Mixers

Colors

LeftoversWet     Foods Other     Recipes



Graphics and photographs of cats have been using 
for the aim of creating a brand character. Brand 
loyalty is built and strengthened by a company’s 
ability to create a strong emotional connection 
to a certain brand. Happy and excited facial 
expressions on the faces of cats have been used 
as an anthropomorphic attribution to establish a 
bond between customers and cats. Examples of 
anthropomorphic advertising include (but are not 
limited to) the use of inanimate spokes characters, 
mascots, and brand animals (Shaffer, 2014, p. 
1). When companies use personification in an 
advertisement, they are encouraging consumers 
to attribute “personality” to the brand, thus 
creating anthropomorphic feelings if they are 
successful. Brand personality is essentially the way 
a brand speaks or behaves towards the consumer. 
Personality traits consumers attribute to the brand 
tend to have relatively enduring and distinct brand 
associations (Shaffer, 2014, p. 6). 

Starting from there, several cat food packages 
have been analyzed to find out decisions making 
processes of caregivers. Unlike the stray cats who 
live in the streets, well-looking cat photos that 
are placed on food packages are not addressed 
to real cats all the time. According to the 
marketing strategists’ statement, using real cat 
photos enables that a bond between the cat and 
customer; however, it does not show the fact for 
some who care for stray cats. It is identified that 
well-groomed, beautiful, healthy domestic cats 
have been using in front of many packages. The 
proportions of photographs are several, some of 
them are full of cats, some are smaller and different 
positions, poses and breeds exist. 

CAT FOOD
GRAIN-FREE NO  OGM



Only one example among others, illustrations on 
packages of Dost Pati and Dostluk Maması draws 
an image close to a stray cat’s real life. It sits on a 
newspaper with an anxious body language. It does 
not seem happy at all, unlike other cat photos or 
illustrations. The reason why showing a stray cat 
on the package is that the target is directly stray 
cats. The food specialized for stray cats’ nutrition 
and it indicates by the sentence “for our friends 
on streets...” It might mean that the brands have a 
wide customer range, not only stray cats but also 
domestic cats, prefer to use idealized cat images as 
their identity. 

Instead of using apparent cat visuals on packages, 
the ingredients of the product are much more in 
the foreground for some examples in the market. 
By this kind of identity, users might reach clean, 
simple graphics and clear, relevant messaging. 
Catching users’ attention through ingredients 
information purged from visualizations is the key 
for these examples. 
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Except for feeding practices with industrialized 
food, any other food options have been asked 
to caregivers. Apart from regular individual 
caregivers, restaurants, tradespeople, or occasional 
caregivers take care of stray cats in neighborhoods. 
This type of nutrition mostly includes other types 
of foods such as leftovers, stolen fishes, salami, 
sausages, and any other special recipes. Caregivers 
tell their recipes with those sentences: 

"Bazen yemek  (papara)   yapıp   bayat    ekmek    
alarak veriyorum    bazen    kuru    mama   
veriyorum."

"Kuru   mama, yaŞ   mama,  evde haŞlama   
et,   vs."

"PeŞime   takılan   veya   aç   olduĞunu   
anladıĞım    kedilere,   varsa  yakınlardaki    
bakkallardan    sosis,    aç - bitir  salamlar   
alıyorum."

Somun   ekmek

Açma Ekmek

Sosis

What   extent   do   the   cats   benefit   from   
human   interventions   to   improve   their   
experience   with   objects   in   use? 

How   might   we   position   cats   or   animals   in   a   
more   egalitarian   circle   with   humans?

How   might   we   design   packages   or   bowls   for   
cats   to   support   their   experience   of   eating   on   
the   ground?

How   might   we   make   sure   about   the   food   
hygiene   of   stray   cats   without   pushing   them   
into   harder   situations?
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Various cans, bowls, containers have been using 
in neighborhoods by individuals, foundations, 
and municipalities for stray cats. In this section, 
different types of containers that observed and 
recorded in different locations will be shown. In 
some cases, foods are directly set onto the ground. 
However, anatomically, floor-level feeding is not 
ergonomic for cats’ forelegs, joints, and body 
postures. Feeders should elevate from the floor 
level to the cat’s knee height for a healthy dietary 
habit (Angelscribe, 2013). Alev Eser explains the 
reason to put the food on the ground with this 
sentence: 

"Su   kabımız   hep   burada   duruyor   ama   
mama   kaplarında   mama   bırakmıyorum 
çünkü   karıncalar   dadanıyor,   bu   yüzden   
de   bir   öĞünlük   mamayı   direkt   yerde   
vermeyi   tercih   ediyorum." 

This also means that even the foods are specialized 
for cats, they do not completely belong to them, 
there is an ecosystem that consists of ants, birds 
and cats benefit from the same sources, in other 
words, it addresses cat-nonhuman interactions. 

Ants       tank       up
Objects  -  Feeders   and   Water    Bowls

Meow!

Without   plate?
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People prefer reusable cups to feed animals 
because they are still sustainable after completing 
the first cycle of its life. Upcycling is the most 
common spread habit in caring for stray cats 
in neighborhoods. However, noticed feeding 
cups, bowls, packagings during our observation 
are primarily produced for the human-users, 
the afterlife of these products is not taken into 
consideration by manufacturers. The most 
widespread structures are yogurt bowls. Yogurt 
bowls are easy to access and there is no additional 
cost for the caregivers, for this reason, they are 
most seen things on the streets.

"YıkadıĞım yoĞurt   kaplarında,   bazen   
de   bir   kontraplak üzerinde   mama   
veriyorum.   Su   kaplarının temizliĞi   
konusunda   titizlik   yapıyorum ama   mama   
konusunda   kap   açısından   çok titiz   
olduĞum   söylenemez." 

In some cases, if the feeders also do some 
interventions i.e. putting stone to keep stabilize 
the bowl. In other words, there is a contribution 
to the design process or customization by human-
users. According to the observations around 
neighborhoods, yogurt and cheese cups, sheared 
plastic bottles and pipes, ceramic, or metal plates 
are used by caregivers mostly. Hülya Hanım says 
that, 

"Metal   kap  da   plastik   kap   da   oluyor;   
fakat  temizlenmesi   Şart   her   gün   
ve  sularına   dönem   dönem   vitamin   
damlatıyorum   baĞıŞıklıkları   güçlenmesi   
için   bir   iki   damla   da   elma   sirkesi   
bakteri   oluŞumunu  önlüyor." 
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Unlike individual care, municipality-led caring 
tends to be more customized than upcycling 
yogurt cups. More systemic and determined 
solutions might have provided by the foundations 
either. With more customized suggestions, some 
adverse outcomes and lacks of individual caring 
for the environment might eliminate. Inspired 
by the existing observations, the products of 
individual care provides more short term solutions. 
As a result of using temporary solutions, the 
negative environmental impact might increase. 
In other words, irresponsible and relentless 
use of plastic cups may cause environmental 
waste after all. However, in opposition to my 
observation in neighborhoods, according to 
Don Tomala, beyond the images and messages 
printed on a package, consumers increasingly 
care about the environmental effects of the 
container itself (Petfoodindustry.com, 2017). 
He mentions here the cat food packages but the 
concern remains the same, every kind of packages 
harms the environment due to their materials. 
So if the environmental impact of wastes is 
highly important for the customers, then why do 
caregivers leave the food and water containers on 
the streets? Determined suggestions regarding the 
problem itself might ensure a more permanent 
solution. Not only people but also stray cats might 
satisfy more with sustainable regulations. 

End   of    the    life cycle
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Finally, the most frequent feeders and yogurt cups 
are not used by only humans. Packages of some 
products continue their life cycle with nonhuman 
users. However, it is not seriously considered 
this issue by the manufacturers. Even though, 
the user group is not only remaining restricted 
by human kinds, the human-centric approach 
influences the entire process. It affects the quality 
of nutrition experience at all. The designs of the 
most frequently used packaging types might be 
reconsidered regarding non-human species’ eating 
habits. It means that these designs could be revised 
by considering the interventions made on the 
street. 

To   what   extent   are   decisions   of   caregivers   
influence   the   experiences   of   cats? 

Are   the   current   designs   of   yogurt   bowls   
really   able   to   answer   the   needs   of   a   stray   
cat?   How   might   we   design   a   yogurt   cup  that   
answers   the   needs   of   human   users   and   cats   
users    equally? 

How   can   be   improved   the   nutrition   
experience   of   stray   cats   following   the   
ergonomic   parameters?   More importantly,   
should   be   improved?



"Bir   defasında   yemeĞini   bir   yerden   baŞka   bir   yere   gotüren   bir   köpek   görmüŞtüm." 



Cat houses and facilities basically identified 
locations to feed animals in neightborhoods and 
mostly those places have been decided by humans 
either. 

"Evimin   önünde   besliyordum,   uyarı 
gelince   yine   evimin   önünde   bir   köprü 
ayaĞının   altında   besleme   yapıyorum, 
canları   birebir   tanımıyorum   ama 
akŞam   koyduĞum   mamaların   ertesi   gün 
kontrolünü   yapıyorum."

Apart from in front of houses and apartments, 
street corners, next to trees, parks, and garbage 
containers are the frequent locations to set the 
foods based on our observations in streets. 

"Bu   noktalar   belediyeye   ait   yerler   ve 
insanların   gelip   gelmediĞi   yer   olmasına 
dikkat   ediyorum   ne   hayvanlar   ürksün 
insandan    ne   de   insanlar   rahatsız 
olmasın.               sayılı   kanuna   göre   kurum 
Şahıs   site   dediĞimiz   yerler   de   sahipsiz 
hayvanların   yaŞam   alanları   ancak 
bunu   idrak   etmiyor   site   yönetimleri.   Bir 
nevi   kanun   hiçe   sayılıyor   oysa   insanların 
uygunsuz   yaptırdıĞı   birçok   durum   yapıt 
deĞiŞim   var   binalarda,   hepsi   Şikayet 
konusu."

If there is a collective caring in a neighborhood, 
humans locate the feeding point together, also 
in some cases, caregivers may take some support 
by municipalities as well. There are some feeding 
points and shelters at the same locations, some of 

Facilites   -  Cat   Houses   and   Feeding   Points

?
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them are individually made, some are collective 
constructions. Materials and designs of cat houses 
are various such as wooden, tire, styrofoam, wire, 
polypropylene, cardboard and cotton, light plastic. 
Therefore, upcycling culture is explicitly visible 
in neightborhoods. Some houses are made of 
waste materials and objects such as wheelhouse, 
washbowl house, barrelhouse, cabinet house, the 
ballot box. Broken computer monitors would 
turn into a cat house in some cases. As a cat 
house example of the traditional architecture of 
the specific culture and its reflection on shelters 
reflects on: 

"Nilüfer   Belediyesi   tarafından   ilçedeki 
sokakta   yaŞayan   kedilere   özgü   kedi 
evleri   projesi   hızla   devam   ediyor.   
Osmanlı   mimarisine   uygun   tasarlanan   
kedi   evleri, Ataevler,  AltınŞehir  ve   
Görükle mahallerinde   hizmet   vermeye   
baŞladı." (Kedi Evi Projemiz Hızla Devam 
Ediyor, n.d. ). 

Miniature Safranbolu Houses and Ottoman 
architecture has no noticed positive influence 
regarding the ergonomics of the structure to the 
cats. To reflect the territory's characteristics on 
the properties of animals, humans transfer their 
own artifacts to non-human fields. It means that 
anthropomorphic thinking is commonly seen 
on animal's everyday gadgets. Humans readily 
attribute intentionality and mental states to living 
and nonliving entities, a phenomenon known as 
anthropomorphism (Urquiza-Haas and Kotrschal, 
2015, p. 167). Consequently, most of the cat houses 
build of gable roof architecture style pretending 
like the user of the facility is a human. 
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How   might   shelters   in   cities   both   can   
answer   the   needs   of   animals   as   well   as   
integrate   well   to   the   city?

How   might   we   integrate   non-human   
centric   point   of   view   as   designers   to   our   
design   process?   Which   tools   and   methods   
are   available   and   might   be   developed   to   
make   the   experience   of   stray   cats   more   
accessible   to   us?

On the other hand, there is a tendency toward 
banding cat houses together much like the urban 
living style of humans. Cats are social animals that, 
in feral conditions, live in groups consisting mainly 
of queens and their litters. The density of the group 
depends partly on food resources. In free-range 
conditions, multiple generations of related females 
can live together, which also allows for communal 
rearing of kittens (Landsberg and Denenberg, 
2014). 
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Trackers
Monitoring cats is one of the mediums of human-
cat interaction type. With the development of 
telecommunication and satellite technology, 
biotelemetry becomes common spread for animals’ 
use either. Animal owners who were interested 
in their companion’s life started to use wearable 
technologies. However, the issue is not only about 
interest, but also for their companion’s safety and 
health (Paci et al., 2019). Trackers have not only 
one user, it is a participatory service that has been 
used by owners and animals equally. While people 
are users of the service, animals are wearers. The 
needs of both sides are quite different from each 
other and the design of those particular extensions 
should be thought regarding its users. Väätäjä 
et al. (2017) describe these concerns with these 
questions: “When creating new technological 
solutions to facilitate and expand human-animal 
interaction and bonding, we need to explore 
and understand what are the elements and 
characteristics of human-animal bonding: what 
cognitive, affective, and social aspects are involved. 
How do humans and animals experience the 
solutions?” Gemperle et al. (1998) argued that “a 
product that is wearable should have wearability” 
and that designing for wearability means to shape 
the wearable in accordance with the body form 
(Paci et al., 2020). There is a couple of research 
conducted with the cats and their experiences for 
trackers for improvement.



Paci et al. (2019) studied on a report on the 
evaluation of a wearer-centered framework (the 
WCF) that interprets and adapts fundamental 
values and principles of user-centered design 
to inform the design of animal biotelemetry 
by systematically guiding designers through a 
requirements analysis that sees animal wearers 
as the primary stakeholders. The resulting 
requirements informed a feline-centered prototype 
whose wearability was evaluated with cat wearers. 
Compared to the wearability of previously tested 
off the-shelf devices, their findings show an 
improvement and suggest that their framework-
based approach can help design teams with a range 
of skills to systematically design for wearability. 
Overall, the WCF enabled designers to establish 
requirements heuristically that were validated 
through the design and wearability test of the 
prototype.



In another research, Paci et al. (2020) investigated 
the wearer experience with popular GPS trackers 
that identified  animal-friendly by market. 
Improper fitting and physical design inconsistent 
with the wearers’ characteristics interfere with 
the sensory and physical experience of animals, 
with adverse consequences for their welfare and 
unreliable results for human consumers. Designing 
for  animal wearability is central for improving 
the quality of both wearers’ and users’ experience. 
Thus, it is essential to understand how animals 
experience the wearables they are fitted with. To 
this end, this paper presents an observational 
study with 13 cats, during which their behavioral 
responses while wearing devices were recorded 
under three experimental conditions, including 
wearing one or the other of two off-the-shelf tags, 
or wearing nothing. The aim was to investigate 
the experience of cats, to find any flaws in the 
wearables’ design that could serve to systematically 
establish species-specific requirements for 
wearability. Committing to wearability as a design 
goal promises to improve animal biotelemetry 
design and practice.



Swagerman et al. (2018) presented the 
requirements for the visualization of GPS 
data of domestic cats that were determined in 
collaboration with cat owners during the study. 
Interviews and multiple prototypes were used as 
tools to identify and refine these requirements 
and were mostly based on cat owners’ concerns 
and curiosity for their cats’ location. The most 
important requirements for a cat owner-centered 
GPS visualization were being able to request the 
live location and being alerted if the cat might 
be in trouble. Due to current GPS devices and 
the supporting interfaces and visualizations are 
usually created with a focus on dog owners. To 
acquire more insight into the needs of cat owners 
in relation to GPS devices for domestic cats, an 
iterative prototype-based study was conducted.



Except for private use like pet owners, some 
microchips have been using by veterinary 
authorities to record the stray animal’s care. 
Microchips commit to solving the tracking 
problems of stray and domestic cats and dogs. For 
the stray animal case, chips have been integrating 
for regular care, its records and most importantly 
keeping under control. Tracking sterilizing 
information towards chips is another important 
reason. After 8 months old, the microchip is placed 
under the skin with the help of a special injector. 
(“Pet Mikroçip Nedir?”, n.d.)

         A  mom   is   tracking   her   child   through   a   neck   tracker   just   like   animal    trackers.

How   might   we   bring   the   non-human   centric   
design   attitude   to   the   process   of   designing   
trackers?



How   might   we   design   games   that   give   
the   similar   experience   and   joy   to   each   
individual   for   interspecies   play   type?

Games
All species play. As humankind one of the common 
points with other species is to play in all ages. 
Playing never ends and there are also intersectional 
play types. Humans and animals (for example 
dogs) can play together through the mediation of 
a toy to understand that certain object functions 
as a toy in a certain situation, all of the involved 
parties need to follow specific ways to act that is 
prescribed by the affordances of the object and 
by the specific (playful) context (Westerlaken & 
Gualeni, 2016, n.d.). 

Timid stray cats tend to escape easily due to the 
rapid behaviors of children, based on the existing 
observations, sometimes those games evolve into 
playing tag. Children who know how to approach 
stray cats just play in the streets. Except for 
analog games with children in the streets, adults 
take place within animal-computer interaction 
called Interspecies Gaming Experience. The Cat 
Cat Revolution (CCR) is a digital game of cat 
and mouse that allows cats to participate in play 
through a species-appropriate interface. The game 
applies Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) 
principles to pets and casts pets as participants in 
the gaming experience. During the pilot study, pet 
owners characterized CCR as a mutually positive 
experience, describing the game as a “fun” way to 
play. CCR explores the effects of including pets in 
the digital gaming experience (Noz & An, 2011, p. 
2661).



Seni   yakalayacaĞım,   gel   buraya!
Kaçma!



This interaction type focuses on mainly human-
human interaction, however, interactions between 
humans cannot be thought of without cats while 
all practices and artifacts have been doing for them 
at all. Firstly, human-cat-human interaction like 
all other relation types has a dichotomy however, 
there are no strict borders to call them positive 
or negative. There are several examples practiced 
by adults and children together to foster the 
relationship between humans and stray cats such as 
collaborations, and several visual communication 
media. Various channels have several influences. 
In addition to this, humankind does not consist of 
only adult individuals. Some children interactants 
communicate stray cats closely apart from adults 
either. Regarding participation proportions of 
adults and children, there is an adult dominance 
on this issue. Interactions between children and 
stray cats largely manage by adults, based on the 
current study, some practices might be considered 
as adult-centric. This dominance is mainly based 
on mentorship position during feeding stray cats 
in the streets, how to approach them, and teaching 
to understand their body language. Based on our 
observations, the interaction between humans 
highly influences the nutrition quality regarding 
successful organization and communication. It 
means that cats can reach the food any time, there 
is no lack of food thanks to the working schedule. 

On the other hand, due to the local authorities, 
feeding cannot be done everywhere in some cases. 
For example, some people do not want to see 
nutrition happening around their front doors.  

"Hayvan   bakımının   yasak   o  lduĞu   bir 
sitede   yaŞıyoruz.   Bu   yüzden   hayvanlara 
site   sınırları   dıŞında   bakmak   zorundayız. 
En   öncelikli   isteĞimiz           sayılı 
hayvanları   koruma   kanunun   meclisten 
geçmesi.   Bu   sayede   sitenin   giriŞi   
güvenliĞe   bir   yazı   asıp   bize   engel 
olamayacaklarını   anlatabiliriz.   Destek 
olmuyorlarsa   bari   köstek   olmasınlar." 

Therefore, caregiver/caregivers prefer to feed 
stray cats far from public spaces. In collective 
care cases, responsibility and materiality have 
been sharing by becoming a group at all. Some of 
the responsibilities might be expressed in these 
sentences: 

"Mama  ve  sularını   tazeliyorum 
aksatmadan   yapmaya   çalıŞıyorum."

"Acil   Şahıs   olaylarını   haydi   programından 
ihbar   giriyorum.   Belediye   veya   
toplulukla   ilgili   konuları   gazete   hukuk 
iŞlerinden   sorumlu   kiŞiye   iletiyorum. 
Nesrin   çıtrık

,
a  WhatsApp   üzerinden 

gönderiyorum.   Şehir   durumuna   göre 
oradaki   hayvanseverlerle   iletiŞim 
whatsapp   gazete   grubundan   yapıyorum 
çünkü   Türkiye   geneli   hayvansever   
üyeler var."

Responsibilities and duties have been shaping 
according to the group dynamics mostly, however, 
the most essential duty, for sure, following up on 
the nutrition of cats. The main members of these 
groups are neighbors, vets, and cats. Helping each 

HUMAN  -  CAT -  HUMAN    INTERACTIONS



Hayır,   yanlıŞ   bir   
Şey   yaparsan   onu 
sinirlendirebilirsin.

Anneanne,   kedinin   kuyruĞu 
pislenmiŞ   temizleyebilir   miyim?

other is creating the main infrastructure of these 
interactions.

"Korona  virüsü   çıkınca   (ben      
yaŞındayım)   bir   tanıdıĞımdan   yardım   
istedim,   pandemi   boyunca   bana   yardımcı   
oldu.   O   da   bir   hayvansever,   ben   daha 
sonra   yine   mama   vermeye   devam   
ettim.  SaĞ   olsun   zorlandıĞım   zamanlar   
yardımcı   oluyor."



Projects with different purposes put people 
together to produce value for cats. Several 
formations can be counted as collaborations such 
as school projects, cat festivals, visiting shelters, 
seminars. Schools, teachers, municipalities, 
sponsors, and children take place in these 
collaborations. Apart from analog examples, social 
media platforms have an enormous power to make 
a difference on that issue, especially. People can 
organize and find answers for particular needs 
immediately through their profiles. Those callings 
consist of mostly to help the stray cats who are 
in difficult situations such as finding finance for 
treatment cases, adoption, missing reports, or 
news. This means that there is a solidarity to help 
stray cats with different forms.

Collaborations
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Books about cat kingdom, general information 
about them, how to approach guides, comparative 
books, stories are the most common genres in 
the children's library section. The guidebooks, 
storybooks are disruptively about the animals 
which humans most likely interact with such 
as dogs, animals, birds, fishes. Storybooks 
mostly consist of adult advisors to tell children 
how to approach a cat. Therefore, the content 
of children's books corresponds with the same 
attitude in neighborhoods, adults play a role as 
the protagonists. For the younger children, a 
parent should read the book to find out written 
text. Images and illustrations are the main focus, 
literary text comes after images. The language of 
some books tends to be more anthropomorphic 
attitudes. Several studies have shown that children 
enjoy listening to stories but that learning is not 
favored by the presence of anthropomorphic 
characters. In fact, children are more likely to 
transfer to the real world knowledge derived from 
realistic stories than that from anthropomorphic 
stories (Larsen et al., 2018). Thus, the fact that 
anthropomorphism is a fundamental tool for 
children’s learning appears to be an adult bias 
(Airenti, 2018, p. 11). From this perspective, 
adult's and child's anthropomorphism is strictly 
intertwined and it is not possible to think of one 
without another one. 

Using   mister   and   miss   
for animals

Giving   names 

Using   adjectives   for 
animals   which   pertain 
to   humans 

Books
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To get a particular message across to people, 
ads have been using for different mediums. The 
language has been used in those messages that can 
be a reference to what drives people to take care of 
stray animals, in other words, anthropomorphic 
language has been using to communicate with 
people. Bibs have dressed cats and dogs likewise 
toddlers and they say thank you much like 
humans. Attribution of human habits on animals 
and the feeling of being needed constitute the main 
structure of ads. 

Advertisements
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Movies and documentaries have several contents 
about stray and domestic cats. To find out 
their daily life, rituals, behavioral patterns, lots 
of content has been producing for different 
audiences. Social relations between cats and their 
surroundings construct the main theme of these 
media. Human beings participate in the creation 
process in different positions such as illustrator of 
Bücür Kedi, director of Kedi, or scientist in order 
to research cats’ secret life. The protagonists consist 
of usual cats but, the hero’s point of view does not 
take into consideration always. The story has been 
telling omnisciently, therefore, the omnipotent 
here is humankind. In other words, humans put 
themselves in the center of storytelling either. 
Human-centrism is in the foreground. On the 
other hand, anthropomorphism might be seen in 
the Bücür Kedi TV show for young children. The 
kitten goes to funfair which is invented by humans 
for the human species. There is also discussed 
the attribution of human features through other 
species to tell adult worlds’ dynamics to children. 

Movie  -  TV Show  -  Documentary
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Negatively prone interaction types between 
people but also highly effects stray cats’ habits 
and attitudes towards humans. There are so many 
people who do not love stray cats as many as cat 
lovers. People live in communities and there are 
some environmental regulations to keep the rules 
working. For this reason, not everyone wants to 
share and live together with stray cats in the same 
ecosystem. Therefore, some disagreements could 
happen sometimes. Conflictions, prohibitions, 
disagreements, destroying facilities done for 
cats might be counted in this manner. To show a 
negative reaction has several reasons generating 
by the reactor themselves. One of them is, for 
example, some parents are worried about the 
interaction between their child and stray cats, and 
as a result, they do not want to be shown up in the 
same environment. Each initiative for stray cats 
might create a problem. Inspired from existing 
interviews and observations, caregivers prefer to 
feed and care for stray cats the places where no one 
lives such as under bridges, construction areas, 
nearby trash. Although forming an ecosystem 
altogether with inanimate existence, humans and 
non-human animals, human beings put their 
privilege on top and in the center then try to place 
other components into the circle. Pushing non-
human creatures out of their ecosystems where 
they belong is another variation of the human-
centric approach.

How   might   adults   open   a   space   in   which    
children   and   cats   can   interact   in   
their   own   way   and   without   indicating   
any   dominance?   Also,   how   can   designers   
can   learn   from   the   process   of   children   
interacting   with   animals?

What   are   the   reasons   of   negative   thoughts   
about   stray   cats?   How   can   design   of   
infrastructural   systems   may   challange   
and   positively   transform   the   existing   
negative   attitudes?  

How   might   designers   and/or   thinkers   
provide   the   spatial   justice   for   all   species   
equally?   

How   might   we   evaluate   the   efficiency   
of   the   visual   communication   tools   in   
practice? At   what   extent   effective   these 
media   to   make   people   take   action   for   the   
particular   goal?



Burası   özel   bir   mülk,  
burada   hayvan   
besleyemezsiniz,   çocuklar   
da   var    olmaz.

Kedi   burada   olduĞu   
için  mamayı   buraya   

getirmeyi tercih  ettim,   
bir   daha   olmaz. 



As we live in an ecosystem, that circle comprises of 
a lot of elements. Some of them contact each other 
more frequently like animal-humans or animal-
animals. Stray cats are, too, not only interact with 
human beings for sure, other non-human animals 
have been touching each others’ life reciprocally. 
Those touchpoints are several. However, unlike 
other interaction types between stray cats and 
humans, there is no tendency towards putting 
their species into the center like humankind. 
When the intersection areas of different species 
examine, there is no domination attitude over 
species or influencing each other's habitats in 
their ways. There are two pages from Hepi Topu 
Bir Tekir book that shows its readers the existence 
of different perspectives in the world (Wenzel, 
2016). Each individual tries to find themselves an 
existence opportunity out there. Therefore, there is 
no distinctive difference between relationship types 
as positive or negative; beneficial or harmful.

CAT -  NONHUMAN   ANIMALS     INTERACTIONS

Is   there   any   inspiration   to   get   from   non-
human   animals   social   interactions   to   
improve   the   social   interaction   between   
humans   and   stray   cats   for   designers?   
How   might   designers   interpret   non-human   
interaction   patterns   to   adapt   to   other   
types   of   social   interactions?

How   might   we   challange   and   possibly   
transform   the   structure   of   question   which   
is   prone   to   be   anthropocentric   for   designing   
appropriate   and   desirable   artifacts   for   
stray   cats?
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Nutrition is one of the most fundamental and 
interactive moments among species. Different 
species can be fed by the same sources in the 
streets. Birds, dogs, cats, ants can be gathered for 
the same food source at some points. Even though 
the sources are the same, nutrition timing is not 
the same as others. When the concern is food, 
even individuals from the same species have to 
wait for their turn or they should find a different 
food source. Nutrition is a private and individual 
process for different species. An industrialized 
cat food might become an ant food suddenly as 
shown on the right-hand side. On the other hand, 
during a stray cat is fed, a stray dog can jump in 
the middle of the nutrition and ruin the ritual as 
shown below. 

Nutrition
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The housing facilities tend to be arrayed collective 
for stray cats by humans. For those who live in 
the community, other cats are the most frequent 
interactants apart from other living beings. 
Likewise food, shelters are resources themselves 
and they gather stray cats around. Natoli (1985) 
stated that active spacing patterns of stray cats were 
related to resources offered by the environment 
where the animals lived. In other words, in cat 
populations, the spacing system and the social 
organization are determined mainly by the 
environment. There can be lots of advantages 
to cohabiting. For example, Van Aarde (1978) 
suggested a thermoregulatory benefit for cats 
sleeping together on a sub-antarctic island. Stray 
cats have been doing a lot of activities around their 
spaces such as resting, sleeping, eating, mating, 
playing, raising offspring, and investigating (Natoli, 
1985). However, the social parameters among the 
community members might affect the decision-
making process for where to do those activities 
sometimes. It highly depends on the hierarchy in 
the community. 

Different species' individuals are prone to live 
separately mostly. Except for humankind and their 
companion animals, it is hard to see in the same 
habitat two different species who live mutually 
beneficial. Based on the current research focuses 
on interspecies social interactions. "

Co - Existence
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   RETHINKING    SOCIAL    INTERACTIONS
                                      THROUGH   QUESTIONS

ecosystems. Therefore, how   might   we   
make   sure   about   the   food   hygiene   
of   stray   cats   without   pushing   
them   into   harder   situations?

Objects
Humans largely manage the interactions 
between cats and artifacts. Designs and 
any other features of selected objects for 
stray cats influence their experiences 
through them. To   what   extent   are   
decisions   of   caregivers   influence   
the   experiences   of   cats? 

In order to answer the needs of human 
users substantially, yogurt cups are very 
commonspread objetcs in neighborhoods, 
are   the   current   designs   of   yogurt   
bowls   really   able   to   answer   the   
needs   of   a   stray   cat?   How   might   
we   design   a   yogurt   cup  that   
answers   the   needs   of   human   users   
and   cats   users    equally? 

Ergonomic availability effects the 
experience of used object for its user, 
therefore how   can   be   improved   
the   nutrition   experience   of   stray   
cats   following   the   ergonomic   
parameters?   More importantly,   
should   be   improved?

Facilities
Humankind tends to show 
anthropomorphic attitudes over their 
social and physical environment to 
establish healthier relationships, as a 

result of this pattern, some cat houses 
becomes properties that carry cultures 
heritage features, i.e. Safranbolu Cat 
Houses. How   might   shelters   in   
cities   both   can   answer   the   needs   
of   animals   as   well   as   integrate   
well   to   the   city?

Does human-centrism really answer 
the needs of cats in terms of specifically 
designed artifacts for them? How   might   
we   integrate   non-human   centric   
point   of   view   as   designers   to   
our   design   process?   Which   tools   
and   methods   are   available   and   
might   be   developed   to   make   the   
experience   of   stray   cats   more   
accessible   to   us? 

Trackers
Human beings use trackers to make 
sure the security of their pets mostly 
and cats can face with several struggles 
in their social life due to the designs of 
these devices. Even if the intention is 
about protective instincts, how   might   
we   bring   the   non-human   centric   
design   attitude   to   the   process   of   
designing   trackers?

Games
Every species play. Playing is one of the 
most common natural desires among 
species. Play types and games changes 
species to species for sure. By this 
reason, how   might   we   design   games   
that   give   the   similar   experience   
and   joy   to   each   individual   for   
interspecies   play   type?

CAT - HUMAN
INTERACTION

Foods
Human beings intervene towards various 
artifacts that stray cats use in their daily 
lives i. e putting a stone into the water 
container to stabilize it; however, to   
what   extent   do   the   cats   benefit   
from   human   interventions   to   
improve   their   experience   with   
obejcts   in   use? 

Most of the interactions keep human 
users in their centers including the 
feeding experience. Therefore, how   
might   we   position   cats   or   animals   
in   a   more   egalitarian   circle   with   
humans?

Due to the ergonomics, design, or 
materials of containers or caregiver's 
decision, stray cats sometimes prefer to 
perform eating on the ground directly, 
how related package's physical features 
and feeding experience of stray cats? 
How   might   we   design   packages   or   
bowls   for   cats   to   support   their   
experience   of   eating   on   the   ground?

Human beings are rigorous for the 
hygiene of their foods and they might 
think of other species' eating habits 
should include similar concerns. 
Interventions done for stray cats 
may occur with this concern in their 



   RETHINKING    SOCIAL    INTERACTIONS
                                      THROUGH   QUESTIONS

HUMAN - CAT - HUMAN
INTERACTION
Adults have an huge power to influence 
the relationships of cats and children. 
Children usually ask them what can they 
do. Therefore, adults design the interacion 
between cats and children. However, 
how   might   adults   open   a   space   
in   which    children   and   cats   can   
interact   in   their   own   way   and   
without   indicating   dominance?   
Also,   how   can   designers   can   learn   
from   the   process   of   children   
interacting   with   animals?

Even though there are several different 
forms of beneficial interaction types 
between stray cats and human, there are 
some contrast approaches sometimes. 
What   are   the   reasons   of   negative   
thoughts   about   stray   cats?   How   
can   design   of   infrastructural   
systems   may   challange   and   
positively   transform   the   existing   
negative   attitudes?  

How   might   designers   and/or   
thinkers   provide   the   spatial   
justice   for   all   species   equally?   

There are various mediums and initiatives 
have been working for improving 
the circumstances for the stray cats 
through books, movies, documentaries. 
However, how   might   we   evaluate   
the   efficiency   of   the   visual   

communication   tools   in   practice? 
At   what   extent   effective   these 
media   to   make   people   take   action   
for   the   particular   goal?

CAT- NONHUMAN   ANIMALS
INTERACTION
Non-human species are not in the 
same centralist attitude like human 
counterparts, based on our observation 
social regulations are mainly about co-
existence requirements. Is   there   any   
inspiration   to   get   from   non-human   
animals   social   interactions   to   
improve   the   social   interaction   
between   humans   and   stray   cats   
for   designers?   How   might   designers   
interpret   non-human   interaction   
patterns   to   adapt   to   other   types   of   
social   interactions?

Human species transforms its 
environment through artifacts and they 
include this transformation other species 
either. How   might   we   challange   and   
possibly   transform   the   structure   
of   question   which   is   prone   to   be   
anthropocentric   for   designing   
appropriate   and   desirable   
artifacts   for   stray   cats?



Conclusion Acknowledgements
This study aims to make the readers questioned 
about the topics that have been researched and 
observed. By asking speculative questions right 
end of the sections has been tried to displace 
perspectives widely acclaimed. This booklet 
does not provide any end product but also keep 
triggering new questions afterward. Afterall, the 
tendency towards speciesism, human-centrism, 
adult-centrism, and anthropomorphism are a 
couple of notions have been discussed through 
the booklet. Sociality motivation, the need to 
feel socially connected with others, has been 
proposed as an important determinant of 
individual variation in anthropomorphic thinking 
(Paul et al., 2014, p. 499). Critising centralist 
and anthropomorphic approaches throughout 
questions generated the main structure of booklet.

Is   it   possible   to   talk   about   an   ecosystem   in   
which   all   components   who   are   cats,   non-
human   animals,   adults,   children,   and   many   
others   are   involved   in   the   process   in   equal   
shares,   moreover,   how   might   be   designed?

To start the design process from the very 
beginning, the topics that analyzed throughout the 
pages positioned themselves as a starting point. 
Shareholders of care process including many 
participants (animate and inanimate) have been 
tried to be a guide. Regulating the shares, giving 
up the centralist approach, and providing spatial 
justice might create a better context for each 
component. 
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